
Take a Hill Country Journey on the Rail Tracks

Free cancellation up to 7 day(s) prior departure, after which the tour cancellation policy applies.

Activities:
Eco Tourism
Mountaineering
Train and Rail
Trekking and Hiking
Unique Adventure

Travel Style: Premium
Guiding Type: Live Guide/Instructor
Activities:

English
Tour Vibe: Active
Guiding Type: Live Guide/Instructor
Recommended For:

Couple
Family/Kids
Senior
Solo
Women
Youth

Country:
Sri Lanka
Asia

Routes:
Colombo, Sri Lanka

Pickup: Katunayaka International Airport ;

  From:12:00 AM
  To:12:00 AM
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Drop-off: Katunayaka International Airport ;

  From:12:00 AM
  To:12:00 AM

Age Range: 12 - 99 (Years Old)
Tour Highlights:

Ella is a congested town located in Sri Lanka. Ella is pure natural beauty, with its waterfalls,
greenery, and hills it is just jaw-dropping. It has views that one hasn’t witnessed before, scenes
one hasn't seen before and nature one hasn't felt before. Ella is the perfect place to go to if one
wants to refresh the brain. It has many famous places and has been under the attention of tourists
for a decent amount of time now. Ella is a small laid-back town surrounded by the beautiful
greens of tea. There are a lot of things to do in Ella. Take one of the most beautiful train ride
from Nuwara Eliya to Ella and fall in love with the surroundings. You will probably end up
staying longer than you actually planned to. Ella has a comfortable climate where the nights are
cool and the daytime around 28 degrees. One of Ella’s wonders is Ella Rock. Ella rock might be
a long way up but it’s worth all the struggle. Every day, tons and tons of people go and climb the
Ella Rock. This is because of the special view it provides to its climber. The view from the top of
Ella Rock is difficult to put in such simple words. Ella is filled with nature; everywhere one sees
he gets to know why people want to visit Ella so much. The greenery, flowers, gardens all of
them shape the beauty of Ella, a shape that is difficult to resist. The environment is fresh and
clean. Another wonder of Ella is its waterfalls. Ravana falls is a very popular waterfall. The
refreshing and clean water that slides down on earth. It is one of the most popular sites in Sri
Lanka. However, this panorama is just so attractive. People from all around the world come to
visit this place because of its natural beauty and its beautiful outlook.

Tour Introduction: 

Ella is a congested town located in Sri Lanka. Ella is pure natural beauty, with its waterfalls,
greenery, and hills it is just jaw-dropping. It has views that one hasn’t witnessed before, scenes
one hasn't seen before and nature one hasn't felt before. Ella is the perfect place to go to if one
wants to refresh the brain. It has many famous places and has been under the attention of tourists
for a decent amount of time now. Ella is a small laid-back town surrounded by the beautiful
greens of tea. There are a lot of things to do in Ella. Take one of the most beautiful train ride
from Nuwara Eliya to Ella and fall in love with the surroundings. You will probably end up
staying longer than you actually planned to. Ella has a comfortable climate where the nights are
cool and the daytime around 28 degrees. One of Ella’s wonders is Ella Rock. Ella rock might be
a long way up but it’s worth all the struggle. Every day, tons and tons of people go and climb the
Ella Rock. This is because of the special view it provides to its climber. The view from the top of
Ella Rock is difficult to put in such simple words. Ella is filled with nature; everywhere one sees
he gets to know why people want to visit Ella so much. The greenery, flowers, gardens all of
them shape the beauty of Ella, a shape that is difficult to resist. The environment is fresh and
clean. Another wonder of Ella is its waterfalls. Ravana falls is a very popular waterfall. The
refreshing and clean water that slides down on earth. It is one of the most popular sites in Sri
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Lanka. However, this panorama is just so attractive. People from all around the world come to
visit this place because of its natural beauty and its beautiful outlook.

Itinerary:
Day 1: Colombo Fort to Ella
  Pick you up from the hotel early in the morning. Leave for Railway Station in Colombo
Fort. The train leaves Colombo Fort Railway Station to Badulla. Meals/refreshments
served on board. When you arrive at Ella Railway Station, pick you up & transfer to your
hotel in Ella. Check-in at the hotel and Leisure at the hotel.

Day 2: Ella Ravana Falls – Nine Arch Stone Bridge – Ella Rock
  After breakfast at the hotel. Full day at leisure or excursions arranged to visit the Ravana
Falls. Ella is blessed with some of the most beautiful views you could find in Sri Lanka.
Only 8 km from Bandarawela, this small town is used as a base for plenty of trekking
expeditions to the surrounding countryside. A taste of the breathtaking scenery of Ella
could be had, if you just walk into the Garden of the Grand Ella Motel (Formerly Ella
Rest House), where you seem to be standing at the edge of the world, and everything
around you seems to disappear at your feet. Dunhinda Falls, Demodara Railway Station,
Nine Arch Stone Bridge, and also Ella Rock. By the end of the day take you to the hotel.
?? Hotel Option: Dinner and overnight stay at Dowa Elegance Hotel or Similar.

Day 3: Ella to Colombo 
  After breakfast check out from the hotel. Proceed to Ella Railway Station for the return
journey. The train leaves Ella Railway Station to Colombo. Meals/refreshments served on
board. When you arrive at Fort Railway Station. Pick you up & transfer to your hotel in
Colombo.

WHAT’S INCLUDED 

Location Nights Type Property
Name

Rating Occupancy

Guide

English speaking guide for the entire tours
Transport

Van
Transportation in A/C Vehicle

WHAT’S EXCLUDED

Flights
Pickup & Drop-Off
Meals
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Insurance
Transport
Other Excluded:

Entrance fees
Any tours to cities not mentioned above
Any other services not mentioned above

Covid Safety 

Full  Vaccine Report 

Negative PCR Test 

Tour Cancellation Policy 

Free cancellation up to 7 day(s) prior departure, Or traveler will pay 50 % of the tour amount

Good To Know 

The consumption of alcohol during “Poya Days” at bars, clubs and other public areas of
the hotel and operation of similar forms of entertainment establishments is prohibited by
law in Sri Lanka. It is recommended that clients contact the Reception to obtain their
respective formalities during their holiday.
All transfer times mentioned above are subject to variations depending on traffic flow and
road conditions.

FAQs 
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